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5 Successful IT and Cybersecurity Marketing Campaigns You Can Learn From

Creating a successful campaign for IT and cybersecurity products is among the toughest tasks in
B2B marketing. While ninety-five percent of B2B tech marketers report using content marketing,
only a mere 30 percent believe their companies receive an acceptable return on investment. The
top challenge for B2B marketers is producing engaging content consistently due to the inherent
difficulty of marketing technologically-advanced products. For this reason, the most innovative
among them seek alternative methods to effectively captivate their audiences.
The level of technical complexity of IT and cybersecurity products calls for new forms of
creativity that simplify complicated explanations into short and powerful messages. As a result,
the immediacy, simplicity, and emotional effect of B2C marketing has been gradually adopted into
B2B technology marketing.
To successfully market B2B technology, companies must develop campaigns that combine
visionary ideas, engaging storytelling, and just the right amount of humor. In this white paper we
look at 5 examples of IT and cybersecurity companies that have employed these techniques to
engage B2B technology buyers through the power of inspiration.

1

There’s Never Been a Better Time by Cisco:
An Inspiring Take on the Power of Technology
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Cisco is a leading IT and networking conglomerate that offers technology solutions to companies
worldwide. As one of the main players in its field, Cisco has developed and marketed several
revolutionary IT products. To remain a renowned and relevant technology provider, the company
has actively invested in finding the best ways to engage its large and diverse audience.
One of Cisco’s top marketing successes is the campaign There’s Never Been a Better Time, which
takes an unconventional approach to marketing the brand’s enormous portfolio of technology
products. Instead of focusing on the apparent dangers of the online world, the company created
an ode to human technological advancements -- ringing of positivity and inspiration. At the same
time, Cisco explained how its solutions can prevent grave data breaches and improve businesses’
security strategies.
The campaign consists of a dedicated microsite, boasting a sleek design and completed with
relevant and clear copy, coherent with the overall strategy. To further promote the campaign and
captivate its intended audiences, Cisco leveraged its strong and active social media presence.
The brand invited its partners and customers to share their personal cybersecurity stories with
the hashtag #NeverBetter, thus fostering higher engagement and improving local and personal
relevance for its content.

Video link: https://vimeo.com/171586845
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The most compelling component of There’s Never Been a Better Time is the branded video with
Ewan McGregor. It is an emotional and humorous take on the progress made by humankind, with
a strong focus on how technology is revolutionizing our world today. The speech made by the
actor is uplifting and optimistic, which sets the tone for the whole campaign and its main message:
the glass of humanity is certainly half full.

Cisco also developed a graphic novel on cybersecurity and humanized its brand through the
female superhero, SuperSmart. Released in January 2016, the novel follows SuperSmart as she
tackles complicated breaches and takes on cyber criminals. Using storytelling and personification
techniques, the novel manages to explain the relevance of complicated security products in a clear
and engaging manner.
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2

The Most Dangerous Town on the Internet
by Norton: A Cyber-Crime Documentary

Norton is one of the biggest names in cybersecurity today. It offers consumer and corporate
security solutions that protect millions of users. All too familiar with the challenges around
marketing highly technical services and products, Norton sought to reach its audience in a more
inspiring and daring fashion.
In its most impressive campaign to date, Norton used documentary filmmaking to humanize
cybersecurity. The Most Dangerous Town on the Internet takes place in the Romanian town of
Râmnicu Vâlcea, nicknamed “Hackerville” because of the large concentration of sophisticated
hacker inhabitants.
An account of the deeds of notorious, real-life hackers and spammers, the narrative reveals the
motives and philosophy of these cybercriminals and how their stories relate to the bigger picture
of cybercrime today. Created by independent director Sean Dunne, the short film won Cyber
Lions Gold award at the Cannes Lions 2016.
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The Most Dangerous Town on the Internet is filmed as a spy thriller from the Cold War era to further
underscore the threatening nature of the topic. A complete and cautioning narrative piece, the
movie transcends beyond the brand, while still contributing to Norton’s visibility and relevance to
online security.
While the film’s topic revolves around online security, it presents the practical need for digital
protection and Norton’s products in an engaging and seamless manner. To further educate
their audience, Norton hosts the documentary on a company microsite that provides additional
information of several types of hackers and instructions on how to avoid cyberattacks.
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3

IBM Watson by IBM: An Artistic Video
Treatment of a Business AI Platform

There’s hardly any need to introduce IBM, one of the largest IT companies in the world and a
major contributor to prolific technological advancements over the last 30 years. One of IBM’s most
significant developments of late is Watson, its Artificial Intelligence (AI) platform with applications in
fields as diverse as sportswear production, medicine, and marketing. Watson can process enormous
amounts of data in a variety of forms, and can also learn new information through its interactions
with people, affecting its decisions dynamically.
While AI has always fueled people’s imagination, it is often difficult to explain how its practical uses
can be beneficial for businesses as its technical complexities can easily overburden even the most
captivated audience. That’s why IBM seeks to inspire its audience rather than focus on its product’s
technical features. The brand does this by investing in creating a human persona for Watson.
The main technique the technology giant used was creating video campaigns starring famous artists,
musicians, writers, thought leaders, and brands. With a few videos presented earlier in October
2015, IBM ramped up its content production and by April of 2016 the brand had launched 15 new
spots. Some of the participants in its videos include Stephen King, Bob Dylan, and Ridley Scott, who
speak with Watson on various topics. Through the inspiring conversations between Watson and
these renowned icons, IBM presents the potential of AI from different angles. The campaign sheds
light on the philosophy behind AI and the stunning uses for machine learning in real life.
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Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTEIwUHoAsc

In the Stephen King segment, Watson and the writer exchange thoughts on storytelling and how
to reach audiences with storytelling. In a previous spot, Watson chats with Bob Dylan about
the content analysis of his lyrics. In the same series, the popular sportswear brand North Face
explains how IBM’s AI empowers its online shopping recommendations. Through illustrating how
Watson can be used in several diverse fields, IBM makes a compelling case for its platform in an
inspiring, relatable, creative and upbeat way.

4

The Message and LifeAfter by General Electric:
Sci-Fi Thriller Podcasts

General Electric (GE) is another big player that consistently brings innovation to B2B technology
marketing. In recent years, the well-known technology company has taken daring steps in
presenting its advancements in science and technology in creative and engaging forms. A sci-fi
comic book series, an emoji science web series, a five-day drone week, and a collaboration with
artist Matthew Dear on a music track made on GE machines, are only a few examples of the
brand’s bold approach to technology marketing.
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General Electric (GE) is another big player that consistently brings innovation to B2B

In this case, GE decided to use the increasingly popular podcast format to elevate its messaging
and further engage with its audience through a new communication channel. Rather than hosting
interviews or tutorial sessions, as most podcasts do, the brand created a fictional storytelling
series about technology, aliens, AI, and everything in-between. Through the use of the podcasts’
format, GE manages to combine entertainment with a narrative about the technological
breakthroughs it has delivered to the world.
GE reaped great success with the first series of its Podcast Theater, The Message. It was a
collaboration between Panoply, Giant Spoon, and GE, written by the playwright Mac Rogers. The
series presented a new take on a 1950’s TV show sponsored by GE - The General Electric Theater,
and took the shape of a sci-fi thriller with eight episodes that employed storytelling in a 1940s and
50s radio-show style. GE’s goal with the podcast was to open a new channel of communication
with its audience and reach a more diverse customer base via unconventional channels.
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The Message was downloaded by millions of listeners, even reaching No. 1 on the iTunes podcast
charts. It received several awards for its creativity and excellent use of narrative, including the Cyber
Lions and Creative Data Lions Gold awards at the Cannes Lions 2016.

The second edition of the GE Podcast Theater is called LifeAfter. The series focuses on fascinating
topics like Artificial Intelligence and people’s digital lives - and deaths. It explores what happens to
the digital personas of those who pass and how AI can impact the grieving process.
As with The Message, the second podcast-narrative once again blends entertainment and
marketing skillfully. While reminiscing on technological dystopias, LifeAfter offers exciting and
captivating storytelling that brought deserved attention to GE’s marketing innovation.

5

Digital Bank of the Future by Oracle:
A Multichannel Research-Driven Campaign

Oracle is another example of a company that has become synonymous with innovative computer
technology. Like other leaders in this space, the brand has significantly invested in uncovering an
accessible and engaging way to reach its diverse audiences.
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Oracle’s Digital Bank of the Future campaign is a prime example of B2B technology marketing at its
finest. The creation of the campaign was fueled by extensive research; the brand used data from
studies that pinpointed banking capabilities that do not meet consumer expectations. It shaped
this information into a powerful message to banking executives about the need to go digital. The
campaign helped the brand enter the global banking community in an inspiring and noticeable
way. It also attracted qualified prospects worth a few tens of million dollars.
The campaign used multiple channels to deliver its key points. It consisted of website and social
media copy and visuals, but also invited and inspired industry specialists and influencers to
contribute first-hand content as well. The driving force of the campaign was a benchmarking tool
that prospects could use to compare their digital capabilities with other banks. After completing
it, participants received a roadmap for digitalizing their services. The information gathered by
Oracle via the benchmarking tool also served the brand in gaining further knowledge about their
potential customers’ pain points.
The Oracle brand also organized #Digitalbootcamp live events as a part of its campaign in the
shape of regional workshops organized around the world. These events allowed industry experts
and prospects to discuss research findings and exchange their ideas about the functioning of
digital banks. The data gathered at the boot camps was then used to create thought-leadership
blog posts, infographics and videos. This exercise provided authentic sources for Oracle’s content
marketing efforts.
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Craft Your Powerful Technology Marketing Campaign
While technology marketing is difficult to master, these five campaigns demonstrate that skillful
storytelling can make it extremely compelling and effective. The technology companies that
created these campaigns chose unorthodox and, often, completely new methods to approach
complex topics like AI and cybersecurity. They employed innovative marketing platforms such as
podcasts, documentary filmmaking, cartoons, and videos. Each of these examples can help you
fuel your own great technology marketing campaign.
While creating a marketing campaign requires a wealth of resources, the return on a strong program
can be tremendous. Increased and higher quality leads generating loyal and long-term customers is
just one of the many positives that a well-structured campaign can achieve for your business.
Moreover, with growing numbers of companies in the IT and cybersecurity space, the industry has
become extremely competitive. Those who wish to reach their target audiences have no choice
but to become extremely innovative with their marketing. Finding an experienced and trusted
partner to help with your IT & cybersecurity marketing campaigns is one of the best ways to
ensure your success in the area.

Alexander Kesler Bio:
Alexander Kesler is a visionary В2В digital marketer and has been practicing in the
fields of technology, software, education and digital security, among others, for over
15 years. As the Founder and President of inSegment, Alexander leads a team of digital
marketing experts and specializes in the areas of В2В Lead Generation, Content
Marketing & Syndication, SEO & Paid Search, Conversion Oriented Web Development,
Programmatic Media Buying and Direct Response Marketing.

Let’s get in touch!
Office: +1 (617) 965-0800 x800
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